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REWARD FOR EFFORT
b.h. 2006 by Exceed and Excel – Miss Prospect by Rory’s Jester
“Hero of the Blue Diamond Stakes (GI) at two, Reward For Effort was an undefeated stakes
winner at three, and graded stakes winning sprinter at four. Reward For Effort is by Exceed
and Excel, a Champion Sprinter, Champion Sire, and World Leading Sire of Two-Year-Olds,
and is three-quarters brother to Exceed and Excel’s Champion Two-Year-Old and Golden
Slipper (G1) winner Overreach. With these credentials, Reward For Effort is undoubtedly one
of the most exciting young prospects in the region..”
Reward For Effort is by Champion Australia Sprinter Exceed and Excel, a winner of 7 races,
$917,883, including Newmarket Handicap (G1), Dubai Racing Club Cup (G1), Up And Coming
Stakes (G2), Royal Sovereign Stakes (G2), Roman Consul Stakes (G3), Todman Slipper Trial
(G3), etc. Exceed and Excel is sire of 82 stakes winners, including Champions Overrearch and
Sidestep, group and grade one winners Reward For Effort, Guelph, Helmet, Amber Sky,
Earthquake, Outstrip, Excelebration, Margot Did, group/graded winners Sidestep, Fulbright,
Masamah, Kuroshio, Willander, Best Terms, Heavy Metal, Infamous Angel, etc.
Reward For Effort is three-quarters brother to Champion Overrearch (Golden Slipper (G1),
etc.), and half-brother to stakes winning and grade one placed Consular. His dam, Miss
Prospect, is a three time-time stakes winner and graded stakes performer who is half-sister
to graded stakes winner Life’s A Bounty. His granddam, Imposing Life, is a half-sister to
graded stakes winner Full At Last, and half-sister to Ultima Vita (dam of stakes winner Sister
Havana), Final Clause (dam of graded stakes winner Catnipped; granddam of stakes winner
Swiss Rose; third dam of stakes winner Mr. Utopia and group winner Rich Girl), to Clowing
(dam of stakes winner Chuckle; granddam of group winner Hoofit and stakes winner Lady
Royale; third dam of stakes winner Beautiful Buns), and to Live Comedy (dam of stakes
winner Bleveeka). The third dam, Life At Last, is a sister to Field Day (dam of group winner
Darweesh), to Betty Box (dam of grade one winner Alynda), and Engagement (dam of group
one winner Ivory’s Irish). The fourth dam, Royal News, is a sister to Champion Sire Sovereign
Edition, and from the family of leading sires Smokey Eyes and Princely Gift.
A particularly notable feature of Exceed and Excel’s career has been the remarkable success
he has enjoyed with stallions descending from the great mare Special (dam of Nureyev;
granddam of Sadler’s Wells and Fairy King), a strain that Reward For Effort is free to cross
with.
From Sadler’s Wells line mares he has sired group/grade one winners Helmet (dam by
Singspiel), Outstrip (dam by El Prado, sire of Artie Schiller and Medaglia d’Oro), and he also
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has a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Carnegie and stakes winners from daughters of
Scenic (sire of Blevic, who in turn has a stakes winner out of a mare who is a three-quarters
sister to the dam of Reward For Effort) and Barathea (sire of Easy Rocking and Tobougg).
This also suggests trying daughters of such as Galileo (sire of Teofilo and New Approach),
High Chaparral, Montjeu, King of Kings and King’s Theatre.
Exceed and Excel also has five stakes winners out of mares from the Fairy King line, one out
of a mare by Fairy King himself, three out of mares by Encosta de Lago (sire of Delago Brom,
Delzao, Lago Delight and Northern Meteor) and another out of a mare by Turtle Island. It
would also be possible to introduce Fairy King through Helissio, Helenus, Falbrav, Revoque,
Second Empire, Shinko King and Victory Note.
Exceed and Excel has also enjoyed success with mares from the Nureyev line with two
stakes winners out of mares by Wolfhound, a stakes winner out of a mare by Polar Falcon
(who is grandsire of Captain Rio, sire of stakes winner Lady Royale from this family), a stakes
winner out of a mare by Theatrical, and a stakes winner out of a mare by Spinning World
(sire of Thorn Park, who in turn is responsible for stakes winner Swiss Rose from this family).
Peintre Celebre, Stravinsky and his sons, Oratorio and Keeninsky, Soviet Star and
Stagecraft.
From the Storm Bird branch of Northern Dancer, Exceed and Excel has stakes winners out of
mares by Bluebird (sire of Dolphin Street, Lake Coniston and Blues Traveller) and Storm Cat
and his son Hennessy (sire of Johannesburg). It would also be possible to bring in Storm Cat
through Tale of the Cat, Giant’s Causeway (sire of Shamardal), Van Nistelrooy, Catrail,
Statue of Liberty and Black Minnaloushe (sire of a stakes winner from this family).
Reward For Effort is a half-brother to a stakes winner and grade one placed horse by Royal
Academy (broodmare sire of an Exceed and Excel stakes winner, and sire of Bel Esprit).
Royal Academy is a son of Nijinsky II, and Exceed and Excel also has a stakes winner out of a
mare by Generous (by Caerleon, also sire of Tenby, Alquoz and Corwyn Bay).
Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners out of mares by Dehere, a son of Deputy Minister,
also sire of French Deputy. There is also a group one winner, Margot Did, by Exceed and
Excel out of a mare by Northern Dancer son, Shareef Dancer, sire of Nediym, who in turn is
sire of General Nediym.
There are 16 stakes winners by Exceed and Excel out of mares from the Mr. Prospector line.
The Gone West branch has been particularly strong, with three stakes winners, two graded,
out of a daughter of Gone West himself, and the stellar mare, Guelph, from a daughter of
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Elusive Quality (sire of Elusive City). This would also suggest trying Gone West through such
as Zafonic, Zamindar, Xaar and Iffraaj. There is also an Exceed and Excel stakes winner out
of a mare by Lion Cavern, a brother to Gone West.
Exceed and Excel has two graded stakes winners out of mares by Real Quiet, who is by
Quiet American, from the Fappiano line, which suggests trying daughters of Unbridled’s
Song and Defensive Play. There is a grade two winner by Exceed and Excel out of a mare by
a son of Seeking the Gold (sire of Secret Savings, Dubawi, Lujain and Ustinov; grandsire of
Dash For Cash). Woodman is bred on the same Mr. Prospector/Buckpasser cross to Seeking
the Gold, and Exceed and Excel also has two stakes winners out of mares by his son, Timber
Country, which suggests daughters of Bahhare and Hector Protector. There is also a stakes
winner out of a mare by Woodman’s three-quarters brother, Rhythm. We can also note
stakes winners bred on an Exceed and Excel cross over Mr. Prospector line mares out of
daughters of Thunder Gulch, Bellotto, Machiavellian (who can be brought in through Street
Cry, Street Sense and Vettori) and Twining (by Forty Niner, the sire of Distorted Humor and
grandsire of Any Given Saturday, a horse who gives inbreeding to the excellent mare, My
Charmer, dam of Seattle Slew and Lomond). Fusaichi Pegasus and El Moxie might also both
fit here.
Exceed and Excel has enjoyed a very profitable relationship with mares from the Blushing
Groom line. His grade two winner Sidestep is out of a mare by Quest For Fame, and he also
has a stakes winner out of a mare by Quest For Fame’s son, Viscount. Quest For Fame is by
Rainbow Quest, and Exceed and Excel also has three stakes winners, one graded, out of
mares by Rainbow Quest son, Spectrum (sire of Golan). There are also Exceed and Excel
stakes winners out of mares by Swain and Rahy (sire of Fantastic Light), and it could also be
worth trying daughters of Groom Dancer, Orientate and Housebuster.
Champion Overreach, a three-quarters sister to Reward For Effort is out of a mare by
Snippets, and there are four stakes winners, three graded, on an Exceed and Excel Snippets
cross, so introducing this strain looks very positive, and sources include Pins, Picknicker,
Snippetson, Snowland and Spartacus.
From the Star Kingdom line, Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners, one graded, out of
mares by Blazing Sword a son of Marscay (who might also be brought in through Marwina,
Jetball, Maizcay and Weasel Clause) and a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Canny Lad
(by Bletchingly, who might also be brought in through Best Western, Lord Ballina,
Bureaucracy and Bletchencore). Bletchingly’s sire, Biscay, might also be brought in through
Kingdom Bay, Dieu d’Or and Brave Warrior and his son Show A Heart. From the Luskin Star
branch St Covet could work well.
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Out of mares from the Sir Tristram line, Exceed and Excel has grade one winner Earthquake
out of a mare by Marauding, a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Octagonal, and a
stakes winner out of a mare by that horse’s sire, Zabeel. He would also look to have appeal
with Octagonal’s three-quarters brother Kaapstad.
Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners out of mares by Zeditave, inviting daughters of
Strategic and Magic Albert. Exceed and Excel’s grade one winner Amber Sky is out of a mare
by Rubiton, and he also has a stakes winner by that horse’s brother, Euclase. The siblings are
by Century, who is also sire of Centaine (a horse who has enjoyed success under Danehill
line stallions, and is responsible for Kinjite) and Centro.
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SUMMARY – ESPECIALLY PROMISING STRAINS
Exceed and Excel has an exceptional record with descendents of the great mare Special,
notably Sadler’s Wells, Fairy King and Nureyev. He already has grade one winners out of
mares by the Sadler’s Wells line horses, Singspiel and (El Prado, sire of Artie Schiller and
Medaglia d’Oro), and he also has a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Carnegie and
stakes winners from daughters of Scenic (sire of Blevic. Almost any Sadler’s Wells line horse
should be positive here, but examples include Barathea (sire of Easy Rocking and Tobougg).
This also suggests trying daughters of such as Galileo (sire of Teofilo and New Approach),
High Chaparral, Montjeu, King of Kings and King’s Theatre.
Exceed and Excel also has five stakes winners out of mares from the Fairy King line, one out
of a mare by Fairy King himself, three out of mares by Encosta de Lago. Fairy King through
Helissio, Helenus, Falbrav, Revoque, Second Empire, Shinko King and Victory Note should
also be positive.
Exceed and Excel has also enjoyed success with mares from the Nureyev which might be
brought in through Captain Rio, Spinning World (sire of Thorn Park), Peintre Celebre,
Stravinsky, Soviet Star and Stagecraft.
Exceed and Excel has worked with both Bluebird (sire of Dolphin Street, Lake Coniston and
Blues Traveller) and Storm Cat and his son Hennessy (sire of Johannesburg). Other Storm
Cat sources are Tale of the Cat, Giant’s Causeway (sire of Shamardal), Van Nistelrooy,
Catrail, Statue of Liberty and Black Minnaloushe (sire of a stakes winner from this family).
Reward For Effort is a half-brother to a stakes winner and grade one placed horse by Royal
Academy (broodmare sire of an Exceed and Excel stakes winner, and sire of Bel Esprit.
Considering the Mr. Prospector line Gone West has been particularly strong, with three
stakes winners, two graded, out of a daughter of Gone West himself, and the stellar mare,
Guelph, from a daughter of Elusive Quality (sire of Elusive City). This would also suggest
trying Gone West through such as Zafonic, Zamindar, Xaar and Iffraaj.
Exceed and Excel is very good with Blushing Groom in general and has scored with Quest
For Fame, Viscount, Spectrum (sire of Golan), Swain and Rahy (sire of Fantastic Light), and
it could also be worth trying daughters of Groom Dancer, Orientate and Housebuster.
Champion Overreach, a three-quarters sister to Reward For Effort is out of a mare by
Snippets, and there are four stakes winners, three graded, on an Exceed and Excel Snippets
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cross, so introducing this strain looks very positive, and sources include Pins, Picknicker,
Snippetson, Snowland and Spartacus.
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REWARD FOR EFFORT – STALLION SYNOPSIS
Blue Diamond Stakes (GI) winner Reward For Effort is by Champion Sprinter, Exceed and
Excel, a Champion Australian Sire, and World Leading Sire of Two-Year-Olds, and is threequarters brother to Exceed and Excel’s Champion Two-Year-Old and Golden Slipper (G1)
winner Overreach.
When considering mares that might suit Reward For Effort, we can see that a particularly
notable feature of Exceed and Excel’s career has been the remarkable success he has
enjoyed with stallions descending from the great mare Special (dam of Nureyev; granddam
of Sadler’s Wells and Fairy King), a strain that Reward For Effort is free to cross with.
From Sadler’s Wells line mares Exceed and has sired group/grade one winners Helmet (dam
by Singspiel), Outstrip (dam by El Prado, sire of Artie Schiller and Medaglia d’Oro), and he
also has a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Carnegie and stakes winners from
daughters of Scenic (sire of Blevic) and Barathea. This also suggests trying daughters of such
as Galileo (sire of Teofilo and New Approach), High Chaparral, Montjeu, King of Kings and
King’s Theatre.
Exceed and Excel also has five stakes winners out of mares from the Fairy King line, one out
of a mare by Fairy King himself, three out of mares by Encosta de Lago, and another out of a
mare by Turtle Island. It would also be possible to introduce Fairy King through Helissio,
Helenus, Falbrav, Revoque, Second Empire, Shinko King and Victory Note.
Exceed and Excel has also enjoyed success with mares from the Nureyev line with two
stakes winners out of mares by Wolfhound, a stakes winner out of a mare by Polar Falcon
(who is grandsire of Captain Rio), a stakes winner out of a mare by Theatrical, and a stakes
winner out of a mare by Spinning World (sire of Thorn Park). Other sources are Peintre
Celebre, Stravinsky and his sons, Oratorio and Keeninsky, Soviet Star and Stagecraft.
From the Storm Bird branch of Northern Dancer, Exceed and Excel has stakes winners out of
mares by Bluebird (sire of Dolphin Street and Lake Coniston) and Storm Cat and his son
Hennessy (sire of Johannesburg). It would also be possible to bring in Storm Cat through
Tale of the Cat, Giant’s Causeway (sire of Shamardal), Van Nistelrooy, Catrail, Statue of
Liberty and Black Minnaloushe
Reward For Effort is a half-brother to a stakes winner and grade one placed horse by Royal
Academy (broodmare sire of an Exceed and Excel stakes winner, and sire of Bel Esprit).
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Royal Academy is a son of Nijinsky II, and Exceed and Excel also has a stakes winner out of a
mare by Generous (by Nijinsky II son, Caerleon).
Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners out of mares by Dehere, a son of Deputy Minister,
also sire of French Deputy. There is also a group one winner, Margot Did, by Exceed and
Excel out of a mare by Northern Dancer son, Shareef Dancer, sire of Nediym, who in turn is
sire of General Nediym.
There are 16 stakes winners by Exceed and Excel out of mares from the Mr. Prospector line.
The Gone West branch has been particularly strong, with three stakes winners out of a
daughter of Gone West himself, and the stellar mare, Guelph, from a daughter of Elusive
Quality (sire of Elusive City). This would also suggest trying Gone West through such as
Zafonic, Zamindar, Xaar and Iffraaj. Exceed and Excel has two graded stakes winners out of
mares by Real Quiet, who is by Quiet American, from the Fappiano line, which suggests
trying daughters of Unbridled’s Song and Defensive Play. There is a grade two winner by
Exceed and Excel out of a mare by a son of Seeking the Gold (sire of Secret Savings, Dubawi,
Lujain and Ustinov; grandsire of Dash For Cash). Woodman is bred on the same Mr.
Prospector/Buckpasser cross to Seeking the Gold, and Exceed and Excel also has two stakes
winners out of mares by his son, Timber Country. We can also note stakes winners bred on
an Exceed and Excel cross over Mr. Prospector line mares out of daughters of Thunder
Gulch, Bellotto, Machiavellian (who can be brought in through Street Cry, Street Sense and
Vettori) and Twining (by Forty Niner, the sire of Distorted Humor and grandsire of Any
Given Saturday).
Exceed and Excel has enjoyed a very profitable relationship with mares from the Blushing
Groom line. His grade two winner Sidestep is out of a mare by Quest For Fame, and he also
has a stakes winner out of a mare by Quest For Fame’s son, Viscount. Quest For Fame is by
Rainbow Quest, and Exceed and Excel also has three stakes winners, one graded, out of
mares by Rainbow Quest son, Spectrum (sire of Golan). There are also Exceed and Excel
stakes winners out of mares by Swain and Rahy (sire of Fantastic Light), and it could also be
worth trying daughters of Groom Dancer, Orientate and Housebuster.
Champion Overreach, a three-quarters sister to Reward For Effort is out of a mare by
Snippets, and there are four stakes winners, three graded, on an Exceed and Excel Snippets
cross, so introducing this strain looks very positive, and sources include Pins, Picknicker,
Snippetson, Snowland and Spartacus.
From the Star Kingdom line, Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners, one graded, out of
mares by Blazing Sword a son of Marscay (who might also be brought in through Marwina,
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Jetball, Maizcay and Weasel Clause) and a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Canny Lad
(by Bletchingly). Bletchingly’s sire, Biscay, might also be brought in through Kingdom Bay,
Dieu d’Or and Brave Warrior and his son Show A Heart. From the Luskin Star branch St
Covet could work well.
Out of mares from the Sir Tristram line, Exceed and Excel has grade one winner Earthquake
out of a mare by Marauding, a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Octagonal, and a
stakes winner out of a mare by that horse’s sire, Zabeel. He would also look to have appeal
with Octagonal’s three-quarters brother Kaapstad.
Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners out of mares by Zeditave, inviting daughters of
Strategic and Magic Albert. Exceed and Excel’s grade one winner Amber Sky is out of a mare
by Rubiton, and he also has a stakes winner by that horse’s brother, Euclase. The siblings are
by Century, who is also sire of Centaine (a horse who has enjoyed success under Danehill
line stallions, and is responsible for Kinjite) and Centro.
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REWARD FOR EFFORT – BLUEBLOODS EDITORIAL
Chatswood’s young gun is Reward For Effort, a horse whose race-record and pedigree stamp
him as one of the most exciting young horses in the region. Winner of a vintage Blue
Diamond Stakes (gr. I) at two, Reward For Effort was a stakes winner on his only start at
three, and a graded stakes winner sprinting again at four. Reward For Effort one of the most
outstanding juveniles to represent his sire, Exceed and Excel, a Champion Sprinter who has
subsequently earned honours as Champion Australian Sire, and World Leading Sire of TwoYear-Olds. Out of a dual black-type winning mare, Reward For Effort is also three-quarters
brother to Exceed and Excel’s Champion Two-Year-Old and Golden Slipper (gr. I) winner
Overreach.
When considering mares that might suit Reward For Effort, we can see that a particularly
notable feature of Exceed and Excel’s career has been the remarkable success he has
enjoyed with stallions descending from the great mare Special (dam of Nureyev; granddam
of Sadler’s Wells and Fairy King), a strain that Reward For Effort is free to cross with.
From Sadler’s Wells line mares Exceed and has sired group/grade one winners Helmet (dam
by Singspiel), Outstrip (dam by El Prado, sire of Artie Schiller and Medaglia d’Oro), and he
also has a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Carnegie and stakes winners from
daughters of Scenic (sire of Blevic) and Barathea. This also suggests trying daughters of such
as Galileo (sire of Teofilo and New Approach), High Chaparral, Montjeu, King of Kings and
King’s Theatre.
Exceed and Excel also has five stakes winners out of mares from the Fairy King line, one out
of a mare by Fairy King himself, three out of mares by Encosta de Lago, and another out of a
mare by Turtle Island. It would also be possible to introduce Fairy King through Helissio,
Helenus, Falbrav, Revoque, Second Empire, Shinko King and Victory Note.
Exceed and Excel has also enjoyed success with mares from the Nureyev line with two
stakes winners out of mares by Wolfhound, a stakes winner out of a mare by Polar Falcon
(who is grandsire of Captain Rio), a stakes winner out of a mare by Theatrical, and a stakes
winner out of a mare by Spinning World (sire of Thorn Park). Other sources are Peintre
Celebre, Stravinsky and his sons, Oratorio and Keeninsky, Soviet Star and Stagecraft.
From the Storm Bird branch of Northern Dancer, Exceed and Excel has stakes winners out of
mares by Bluebird (sire of Dolphin Street and Lake Coniston) and Storm Cat and his son
Hennessy (sire of Johannesburg). It would also be possible to bring in Storm Cat through
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Tale of the Cat, Giant’s Causeway (sire of Shamardal), Van Nistelrooy, Catrail, Statue of
Liberty and Black Minnaloushe
Reward For Effort is a half-brother to a stakes winner and grade one placed horse by Royal
Academy (broodmare sire of an Exceed and Excel stakes winner, and sire of Bel Esprit).
Royal Academy is a son of Nijinsky II, and Exceed and Excel also has a stakes winner out of a
mare by Generous (by Nijinsky II son, Caerleon).
Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners out of mares by Dehere, a son of Deputy Minister,
also sire of French Deputy. There is also a group one winner, Margot Did, by Exceed and
Excel out of a mare by Northern Dancer son, Shareef Dancer, sire of Nediym, who in turn is
sire of General Nediym.
There are 16 stakes winners by Exceed and Excel out of mares from the Mr. Prospector line.
The Gone West branch has been particularly strong, with three stakes winners out of a
daughter of Gone West himself, and the stellar mare, Guelph, from a daughter of Elusive
Quality (sire of Elusive City). This would also suggest trying Gone West through such as
Zafonic, Zamindar, Xaar and Iffraaj. Exceed and Excel has two graded stakes winners out of
mares by Real Quiet, who is by Quiet American, from the Fappiano line, which suggests
trying daughters of Unbridled’s Song and Defensive Play. There is a grade two winner by
Exceed and Excel out of a mare by a son of Seeking the Gold (sire of
Secret Savings, Dubawi, Lujain and Ustinov; grandsire of Dash For Cash). Woodman is bred
on the same Mr. Prospector/Buckpasser cross to Seeking the Gold, and Exceed and Excel
also has two stakes winners out of mares by his son, Timber Country. We can also note
stakes winners bred on an Exceed and Excel cross over Mr. Prospector line mares out of
daughters of Thunder Gulch, Bellotto, Machiavellian (who can be brought in through Street
Cry, Street Sense and Vettori) and Twining (by Forty Niner, the sire of Distorted Humor and
grandsire of Any Given Saturday).
Exceed and Excel has enjoyed a very profitable relationship with mares from the Blushing
Groom line. His grade two winner Sidestep is out of a mare by Quest For Fame, and he also
has a stakes winner out of a mare by Quest For Fame’s son, Viscount. Quest For Fame is by
Rainbow Quest, and Exceed and Excel also has three stakes winners, one graded, out of
mares by Rainbow Quest son, Spectrum (sire of Golan). There are also Exceed and Excel
stakes winners out of mares by Swain and Rahy (sire of Fantastic Light), and it could also be
worth trying daughters of Groom Dancer, Orientate and Housebuster.
Champion Overreach, a three-quarters sister to Reward For Effort is out of a mare by
Snippets, and there are four stakes winners, three graded, on an Exceed and Excel Snippets
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cross, so introducing this strain looks very positive, and sources include Pins, Picknicker,
Snippetson, Snowland and Spartacus.
From the Star Kingdom line, Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners, one graded, out of
mares by Blazing Sword a son of Marscay (who might also be brought in through Marwina,
Jetball, Maizcay and Weasel Clause) and a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Canny Lad
(by Bletchingly). Bletchingly’s sire, Biscay, might also be brought in through Kingdom Bay,
Dieu d’Or and Brave Warrior and his son Show A Heart. From the Luskin Star branch St
Covet could work well.
Out of mares from the Sir Tristram line, Exceed and Excel has grade one winner Earthquake
out of a mare by Marauding, a graded stakes winner out of a mare by Octagonal, and a
stakes winner out of a mare by that horse’s sire, Zabeel. He would also look to have appeal
with Octagonal’s three-quarters brother Kaapstad.
Exceed and Excel has two stakes winners out of mares by Zeditave, inviting daughters of
Strategic and Magic Albert. Exceed and Excel’s grade one winner Amber Sky is out of a mare
by Rubiton, and he also has a stakes winner by that horse’s brother, Euclase. The siblings are
by Century, who is also sire of Centaine (a horse who has enjoyed success under Danehill
line stallions, and is responsible for Kinjite) and Centro.
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